Ways in which the variables in this dataset differ from the standard provided:

	Variables starting with ‘COV10_W4_F10_last30’ refer to the 30 days prior to being interviewed, not 60 days. The harmonised variables (other data sets), corresponding to the same kind of question, commence with ‘COV10_W4_F10_last60’



Assumptions made in creating standardised data set:

	The following variables were not collected in the field but were provided by the PIs based on the information they had on the sample frame:
	Variables regarding location: country, LS3_regionPreCovid, LS3_cityPreCovid
	Variables regarding occupation: EM1, EM2, EM3
	Amounts in Nigerian Naira are converted to USD with the exchange rate from 1 March. 1 NGN to 0.0027360 USD.

When monetary amounts were given as ranges, e.g. between 5,000 and 8,999 Nigerian Naira, numeric amounts were obtained by taking the range’s mean value.
	Business owners are self-employed. If the respondent is female, they do have at least one female owner. If the respondent is male, they do not.
	PR2_XX describes only government benefits currently received. 




For the following questions only some answer choices were available to respondents. These were identified by the PIs as the most pertinent questions

Question number
Question
Answer options in this survey
Variable
cov_w4
In the last 60 days, have you had to do any of the following? 

Migrated or sent family members back to my original home..
Find a new source of income
Spent my savings
Borrowed Money
Sold assets..
Relied on help of family & friends
cov_w4_3

cov_w4_4
cov_w4_5
cov_w4_6
cov_w4_7
cov_w4_12
cov_w5
Do you expect to have to do any of the following in the next two weeks because of Covid-19/coronavirus or related restrictions? 
Same as above.
cov_w5_3
cov_w5_4
cov_w5_5
cov_w5_6
cov_w5_7
cov_w5_12
pr_01
What would be the most needed policy to support your business over the COVID-19 crisis?
Business loans
Flexibility re existing loans
Cash transfers or unemployment benefits
No collection of shop rent
Assistance with selling online

“Price controls or subsidies to help afford the products I sell", 
“More access to materials or imported goods", “Access to foreign exchange (forex)", 
"Open ports, assistance with importing"
pr_01=1
pr_01=2
pr_01=4

pr_01=6
pr_01=7

pr_01_other
pr_02
Are you receiving any government benefits to support your business? [DNR] [probe: "what kind?"]
Same as above.
pr_02_1
pr_02_2
pr_02_4
pr_02_6
pr_02_7
pr_02_10

pr_02_12
pr_02_other
pr_03
Why have you not applied to any government programs?
"I am not aware of any such programs" 
"Even if I apply, I don't think I will get support"
“I will need to pay a bribe”
“Other” “DK/Refused”
pr_03=1

pr_03=3

pr_03=4
pr_03=5
pr_03=6
pr_03_other


